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EDUCARE BRANDING GUIDE

Introduction
This branding guide covers the standards for development,
execution and production of all Educare communications
materials. The primary goal of the guide is to unify all
messages and graphic elements across all media.
The key to successful communications is consistency.
The Educare vision and messages are carried through
all communication mediums through the use of color,
typography, photography and other elements. Correct and
consistent usage is vital to ensure the quality and integrity
of the Educare brand.
The primary audiences for this guide are staff at Educare
schools and partner organizations, as well as the creative
professionals they work with to produce communications
materials.
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Who We Are
Educare is one of the nation’s most effective early childhood schools.
We serve financially disadvantaged children, from birth to age 5,
to prepare them for success in kindergarten and beyond. We also
support their families as champions for their children’s education.
Educare sparks policy changes to create promising education
opportunities for children in poverty. The Educare Learning Network
is comprised of Educare schools, Head Start providers, school
districts, philanthropists, researchers, policymakers and other
like-minded champions who are dedicated to leveling the playing field
for young children.

Vision Statement
The Educare Learning Network will demonstrate that research-based
early childhood education prevents the persistent achievement gap
for our nation’s most at-risk young children. The Network’s evidence,
practice expertise and dynamic partnerships will help ensure that
all children and families, especially those at greatest risk, will have
access to effective early learning, and that the first five years will be
an integral part of the nation’s education system.
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Brand Personality
Brand Story
Our brand story communicates what Educare stands for and what drives us
to achieve our vision. The story sets up the context for our work, but does
not describe our work in detail.
The brand story is written in accessible language that is understandable by
multiple audiences. It creates emotion around our brand and motivates our
audiences to get involved in our mission.

We live in a land of opportunity. But too often, our destinies are written
before we’re born.
Some of us will be born into the world with limitless possibilities. We’ll be
lucky enough to receive a quality education, establish a promising career
and chase our biggest dreams.
Some of us will be born into poverty and miss our shot at success.
We’ll have an unfair disadvantage from the moment we take our first
breath. The odds are against us graduating high school, having a steady
job or even knowing what it means to dream big.
Opportunity should never be determined by the circumstances
of our birth.
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Brand Story
At Educare, we believe everyone deserves a fair chance to achieve their
dreams, and it starts by leveling the playing field from the day we’re born.
As one of the nation’s most effective early childhood education schools, we
make sure financially disadvantaged young children have the best possible
chance for success in life. Our approach extends beyond the classroom to
help children, families and communities thrive.
Our comprehensive program incorporates everything science says young
children need to flourish. We partner with families because learning doesn’t
stop when children leave the classroom. We support the continued learning
of our passionate teachers and staff because we want to empower them to
do their best work. We use research to improve our schools because we’re
committed to creating a lasting positive impact on every family we serve.
Educare works. When compared to their higher-income peers, Educare
children are just as academically, socially and emotionally ready for
kindergarten. Educare parents are active in their children’s education, both
in school and at home. When these things happen, children grow up better
prepared to chase their dreams, and our entire society thrives.
Our work is not complete until every child has an equal chance to succeed.
That’s why we advocate on behalf of children everywhere to improve
access to quality early learning programs. We share our expertise with
educators, researchers and policymakers so they know how to strengthen
their communities. We build strong public-private partnerships across the
country to create strong schools and longtime champions who will amplify
our call for change.
We will not stop until all children are born with equal opportunity
to achieve their dreams. Our future depends on it.
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Brand Attributes
These are simple, familiar terms that shape our identity and our mission.
They guide our actions and our beliefs. In developing communications
for Educare, these attributes will help ensure that our brand
is represented in the most meaningful and appropriate manner.

OPPORTUNITY

We believe all children should have a fair chance to succeed.

LEARNING

All of our work revolves around supporting the learning of our
children, our families and our staff.

NURTURE

We nurture children to help them develop the social-emotional
skills they need to succeed throughout life. We also support
parents to be the primary nurturers and teachers of their children.

DEDICATED

We are dedicated to collecting and reviewing data to ensure our
schools are working effectively.

PASSION

Our passionate leaders and staff work tirelessly to provide the
best opportunities for our children and families.

PARTNER

Strong partnerships among parents, school staff and leaders,
community organizations, advocates and policymakers are key
to Educare’s success.

NETWORK

We collaborate within our schools and our Network to
become a stronger voice for young children and their
families.

EFFECTIVE

We have the proof that our schools work effectively to
narrow the achievement gap for low-income children.

CHAMPION

We champion young children and families by advocating for
local, state and federal policies that will improve access to
quality early learning programs.

TRANSFORM

We believe our high-quality early childhood schools can
transforms lives, communities and even the country.
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Brand Communications
•M
 aintain style and messaging CONSISTENCY in all

communications by following the framework established
in this guide

•D
 EFINE what Educare is, what we do, who we help and
why it matters

• E XPLAIN our program and why it is effective to give
credibility to our approach

•R
 eflect the importance of our mission in a POSITIVE way
because our programs are effective and our goals are
achievable

• Emphasize the VALUE OF OUR NETWORK in creating a
collective voice for high-quality early learning

•C
 apture the PASSION of our parents, staff, leaders and
partners to bring about positive change

• S HOW RESPECT for the people we serve, no matter how
difficult their circumstances may be

• BRING TO LIFE our impact and the benefits we provide to
the children and families we serve
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Visual Standards
Name Rules
It is important to have uniformity in the names we use for Educare, our Network and our schools.
Using consistent naming conventions helps protect and strengthen the Educare brand.

Correct Name

Definition and Notes

Incorrect Uses

Educare

The innovative early childhood education model that is being implemented by
Educare schools across the country. Educare is the primary brand name.

EduCare

Educare school

An individual school in the Educare Learning Network.

Educare center(s)/Center(s)

Plural:
Educare schools

Educare is a school, not a day care center, child-care center, site or facility.
Calling Educare a school reinforces our vision to connect early learning to the
larger education system.

Educare site(s)

The network of Educare schools and public and private partners across the
country that work together to champion early childhood education.

Educare Network
ELN
Educare Learning Network of Schools
Educare Learning Network
of Educare Schools
Educare Network of schools
Network of Educare Schools
The National Educare Learning Network

Educare Learning Network
Subsequent references:
the Network
the Educare network
Other acceptable references:
network of Educare schools
the national Educare Learning Network
Educare school names:
Educare [location of school] at [second
locator if necessary]

Use the acronym ELN in internal documents only, never in external
documents.

“Educare” should always appear as the first word in the school name.
We are no longer using “of” in school names.

Ex.: Educare Central Maine
Educare Omaha at Indian Hill
Educare California at Silicon Valley

Educare facility (facilities)
Educares

Educare of [location of school]
Ex.: Educare of Central Maine
Educare of Omaha at Indian Hill
Educare of California at
Silicon Valley

Other Educare names
• Educare Follow-Up Study (Studies)
•E
 ducare Implementation Study
– Second reference: Follow-Up Study (Studies)
– Second reference: Implementation Study
–E
 ducare Chicago (or Omaha or Tulsa) Follow-Up Study
• Educare Randomized Control Trial
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Logo

Examples of Correct Usage

Educare logo
The Educare logo is our signature and the key visual element of our

Primary/Preferred logo

brand identity.
The Educare logo consists of the word “EDUCARE” in Gill Sans
MT font and the schoolhouse icon. The Educare schoolhouse icon
conveys that Educare is a school and that we are dedicated to the
success of our children and families. The schoolhouse icon also
creates a connection between Educare and the larger education field
because we believe that the first five years of life should be an integral
part of the nation’s education system.
The logo is shown here in Educare Red and Educare Brown, which are
the preferred colors of the logo. Other approved uses include a white
logo on a red or brown background.
For one-color materials, the Educare logo may be used in black on
a white background, or white on a black or gray background.
Please refer to the color palette pages in this guide for more brand
color standards.
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Logo

Example School Logos

School logos
Educare school logos are created by adding the location name to the
Educare logo. The preferred style is to align the location name with
the left side of the “C” in “EDUCARE.” However, exceptions can be
made depending on what aesthetically works best for the location
under the logo.
The Ounce of Prevention Fund marketing staff members create school
logos and make them available to download in the Resource Library of
EducareConnect.

DENVER

MILWAUKEE
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Logo

Examples of Incorrect Usage

Logo do’s and don’ts
Do:
•M
 aintain integrity of the logo as shown in this branding guide
•U
 se the logo in the brand colors of red and brown whenever possible
•C
 onsider the background on which the logo is to be used to dictate
the version that is selected

Don’t:
•C
 hange the approved colors
•A
 lter the typeface
•A
 lter the proportions
•A
 dd new graphic or typographic elements
•A
 lter the relationship of elements
•R
 esize, stretch or compress the logo
• L ayer objects on top of or behind the logo
•R
 otate, tilt or skew the logo
•U
 se the logo as a pattern
• P lace the logo on a busy background
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Logo
Examples

Clearspace
A minimum amount of clear space must be maintained around the
logo at all times. This is to ensure its visibility and protect its integrity.
A distance of “X,” equal to the height of the “E” in “EDUCARE,”

X

should be maintained between the Educare logo and all other design
elements, including type, images, photos, rules and the page edge.
Whenever possible, increase the distance of “X.”

Minimum size

X-Height

X

X

X

To ensure that the logo is large enough to be easily recognized, the
main logo element (i.e., “EDUCARE” text) must not be reduced
smaller than the width of 1 inch.

1”

Please note: This is the minimum size. The logo should be larger in
every possible instance.
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Co-Branding Guidelines
Educare offers co-branding guidelines for our partner organizations.
Partnerships form the foundation of Educare, and we know that our
partners bring value to the Educare brand just as Educare brings value
to the brands of our partners.
Co-branding occurs when brands come together to create a new
brand or offering. Co-branding strategies are used to broaden appeal
and increase the relevance of an offering. Co-branding can be a
powerful tool but should be used strategically.

The following examples illustrate four co-branding strategies:
•T
 wo brands with equal driver roles
•O
 ne brand in a driver role, one brand in an ingredient role
•O
 ne brand as an endorser brand, one brand being endorsed
•O
 ne brand sponsoring another brand’s event or program
The contact people listed on the last page of this guide can provide
guidance to help Network members determine which co-branding
strategy works for specific needs.
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Co-Branding Guidelines
Examples

Equal driver strategy
This strategy is most effective when the new offering is one that could
not be created by one of the brands alone and is mutually beneficial
to the two brands. In this relationship, there are three brands: the two
individual brands and the resulting co-brand. Each of the three brands
should have a unique value and proposition.
The benefits of an equal driver co-brand include:

• L inks to the parent brand equities and associations
•R
 elevancy to the other brand’s audiences
• E fficiency in resources; not having to build a new brand
from scratch

The risks of an equal driver co-brand include:

IN
PARTN E R S H I P
WITH

•D
 ilution of the parent brand equities when merged
•N
 egative associations of one brand onto the co-brand
•A
 ttributes of parent brands are redundant, creating a co-brand
not different enough from parents
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Co-Branding Guidelines
Ingredient strategy

Examples

Ingredient brands can drive uniqueness for the co-branded product.
For example, Intel created differentiation for IBM laptops it powered.
The benefits of ingredient brands include:

WITH

• F or ingredient: visibility and link to the other brand without
investment; potential revenue generation opportunities

• F or the driver brand: differentiation without having to build

Head Start

something new

The risks of ingredient brands include:

• F or ingredient: potentially limits reach if associated with one
brand only

With
Head Start

• F or the driver brand: ingredient brand overtakes equities
of the co-brand offering
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Co-Branding Guidelines

Examples

Endorser strategy
Endorsers lend credibility to the co-brand. They can be parent
or corporate brands, or external brands.
The benefits of an endorser brand include:

• P rovides credibility, a seal of approval

S U P P O RT E D BY

• L inks back to the portfolio for parent brands
The risks of an endorser brand include:

•A
 ssociation does not add value to the co-brand
but rather connotes negative associations

TO G E T H E R
WITH

ENDSORSED
BY
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Co-Branding Guidelines
Examples
Sponsorship strategy
Sponsorships of another brand’s event or program can bring
energy and relevance to a brand. They are generally used as
a short-term strategy.

S P O N S O R E D BY

The benefits of a sponsorship brand include:

• E nergizes brand
•B
 rings relevancy and interest through the association
•O
 ffers short-term publicity
The risks of a sponsorship brand include:

•N
 ot being able to find a complementary event or program

S P O N S O R E D BY

to sponsor

•T
 oo many other brands linked to event, so brand linkage gets lost

S P O N S O R E D BY
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Color Palette
The colors in the Educare brand color palette contribute to the

Primary

cohesive and harmonious presentation of our brand identity
across all materials. Used consistently and imaginatively,
color creates brand relevance, differentiation and awareness,
in addition to evoking a powerful emotional response.

PANTONE: PMS 7427
CMYK: 0C 100M 65Y 28K
RGB: 181R 9G 56B
HEX: #b50938

These are the approved colors that should be used on Educare
communications. Generally, these colors should never be
changed or altered.

PANTONE: PMS 4625
CMYK: 43C 74M 83Y 58K
RGB: 82R 44G 27B
HEX: #522c1b

Secondary

Color Groups
Primary
The primary colors are for use in graphic design elements,
background fields and typography. The primary color grouping
includes two official colors: Educare Red and Educare Brown.
These are the preferred colors of the Educare logo.

PANTONE: PMS C 576
CMYK: 57C 22M 91Y 4K
RGB: 122R 155G 73B
HEX: #7a9b49

PANTONE: PMS C 7676
CMYK: 61C 67M 9Y 0K
RGB: 119R 100G 159B
HEX: # 77649f

PANTONE: PMS C 138
CMYK: 9C 60M 100Y 1K
RGB: 225R 124G 0B
HEX: #e17c00

PANTONE: PMS C 646
CMYK: 67C 39M 13Y 0K
RGB: 93R 137G 179B
HEX: #5d89b3

Neutral

Secondary
Use secondary colors in a subtle and sparing way in background
elements, graphic shapes and to highlight design accents.

Neutral
Use neutral colors as an accent to primary and secondary colors.
Neutral colors can be used to help set apart elements such as

PANTONE: PMS C 420
CMYK: 21C 17M 17Y 0K
RGB: 201R 200G 199B
HEX: #c9c8c7

PANTONE: PMS 7501C
CMYK: 15C 19M 41Y 0K
RGB: 218R 199G 157B
HEX: #dac79d

PANTONE: PMS Cool Gray 7C PANTONE: PMS C 424
CMYK: 42C 35M 35Y 1K
CMYK: 57C 47M 48Y 14K
RGB: 153R 152G 153B
RGB: 112R 113G 112B
HEX: #999899
HEX: #707170

sidebars, captions or other supplementary information.
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Color Palette
White Space
White space is a critical component to all materials and helps to
maintain a clean, consistent look that defines the Educare brand.
White space is a design term that refers to space that isn’t occupied
by text, images or other visible page elements. The amount and use
of white space is a key component of a page’s readability and legibility.
Paper used to print Educare materials should always be bright white,
not ivory or another color

Color Usage
Print: Use Pantone colors for print production methods that can
accommodate spot colors. CMYK equivalents are specified
for four-color process.
Web: Use Hex colors for web applications.

Examples

Headline
Headline
Subhead
Subhead
Subhead
Subhead
Subhead
Subhead
Subhead
Subhead

Callout

Callout

Callout

Callout

Callout

Callout

Callout

Callout

Callout

Callout

RGB: Please follow the steps below to create Educare RGB colors for
Microsoft Word, Excel and PowerPoint applications.

Color Applied to Type Styles

1. Highlight the desired text.

Headlines, subheads, callouts, bullets or other important copy may

2. Click the down arrow to the right of the “Font Color” option

be printed in primary, secondary and neutral colors. Colors from the

(this option is represented by a black “A” with red underlining

color palette can also be applied in 100% saturation directly to type

in the “Home” tab).

for emphasis; they are never screened. When using type on color

3. S
 elect “More Colors...”

photography, be careful to ensure sufficient contrast between the type

4. C
 lick the “Custom” tab in the “Colors” box.

and the background to maintain legibility.

5. Set desired RGB scale using the settings in this guide for reference.
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Typography
Typography rules are designed to create consistency across design
and branding elements.
Whitney is the preferred font for all Educare materials. It should be
used whenever possible, including for print and electronic materials.
The font is available for purchase at typography.com.
Arial should be used when Whitney is not available and is the
preferred font for Microsoft Word and PowerPoint documents.
The Educare logo uses the Gill Sans MT font. Gill Sans MT should be
reserved for elements that will become a permanent part of the brand
family, such as school logos and signage. It should not be used as the
font for copy in communications materials.

Examples
Whitney Book
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
Whitney Book Italic
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
Whitney Medium
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
Whitney Semibold
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
Arial
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
Arial Bold
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890
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Corporate Identity Materials
Examples

Business Cards
Our business cards serve a vital purpose in introducing Educare
as well as the individual. Our business cards should be clean,
professional and brand-consistent to make the right first impression.
The Educare New Orleans business card is an example of the
endorser co-branding strategy. Educare New Orleans is endorsed
by the partner organizations listed at the bottom of the card.

Cynthia Stringfellow, M.S.
Senior Vice President
Educare Learning Network
Ounce of Prevention Fund
33 West Monroe Street
Suite 2400
Chicago, IL 60603
P: 312.000.0000
F: 312.000.0000
cstringfellow@educarenetwork.org
educareschools.org

Rafel Hart

School Director
3801 St. Bernard Avenue
New Orleans, LA 70122
P: 504.308.3400
F: 504.304.9205
rhart@educareneworleans.org

educareneworleans.org
Program By Bayou District Foundation and Kingsley House
A TCA Delegate Agency
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Corporate Identity Materials
Letterhead and Stationary

Examples

Educare stationery is another key component in reinforcing brand
identity by maintaining a clean and consistent look.
The Educare New Orleans letterhead is an example of the endorser
co-branding strategy. Educare New Orleans is endorsed by its partner
organizations, whose logos appear at the bottom of the letterhead.

3801 St. Bernard Avenue • New Orleans, Louisiana 70122 • 504.308.3400 • Fax 504.304.9205 • www.educareneworleans.org
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Corporate Identity Materials
Examples

PowerPoint template
The Educare PowerPoint template reflects our brand identity and
should be used for all presentations. Schools can substitute their
school logo for the Educare logo, and add co-branding if desired.
The template can be downloaded in the Resource Library of
EducareConnect.

Title of Presentation
Presented by Name
Month Year

Section Slide

Vision Statement
The Educare Learning Network will
demonstrate that research-based early
childhood education prevents the
persistent achievement gap for our
nation’s most at-risk young children.
The Network’s evidence, practice
expertise and dynamic partnerships will
help ensure that all children and
families, especially those at greatest
risk, will have access to effective early
learning, and that the first five years will
be an integral part of the nation’s
education system.
2

EducareSchools.org
@EducareSchools
youtube.com/user/educareschools
google.com/+EducareschoolsOrg1
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Corporate Identity Materials
Examples

Word document template
The Word document template can be used to create internal and
external documents, such as memos, reports and more.

Second page of text

Header (Style: EducareHeader)
Insert text here. Style: EducareNormal

Subhead (Style: EducareSubhead)
Insert text here. Style: EducareNormal

DOCUMENT TITLE

DOCUMENT TITLE

2

1
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Photography

Examples

The Educare brand and our mission are reflected in our photographic
imagery. Photos bring our brand to life and tell a story about the
importance of positive, healthy relationships at Educare schools.
Whenever possible, use photos of children, families and staff at
Educare schools. Stock photos should be used sparingly.
The mood board includes examples of effective photos that tell
the Educare story.

Image quality
For printed pieces, photos should be at least 300 dpi. Web photos
should be 72 dpi. Avoid using low-quality images that appear blurry or
pixilated. Maintain the proportion of the photo at all times and do not
skew the photo to fit a frame.
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Photography
Examples
Photographic imagery do’s and don’ts
Do:

• Use people in genuine situations at Educare schools and events
•U
 se photos of children with a range of ages to emphasize that we
serve children from birth to age 5

•U
 se photos that represent the ethnic diversity of the children and
families served by Educare

•U
 se photos that capture positive change, emotions and human
interactions

•U
 se photos that depict the passion of our staff, leaders and partners
•K
 eep the size ratio of photos
•U
 se full-color photos. Color is preferred over black and
white photos

• E ngage the audience by focusing on clear emotion, truth and the
power of change

Don’t:

• R epresent people served by Educare with models or stock imagery
(whenever possible)

•U
 se imagery with staged or forced interactions
• S how sterile or negative situations
•A
 lienate the audience with an unclear focus, confusing subjects
or negative imagery

• S tretch photos horizontally or vertically
•U
 se distrorted or skewed images
•U
 se clip art (e.g., clip art from Microsoft Word or PowerPoint)
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Architectural Icon and Signage
Architectural icon design

Example

Each Educare partnership commits to including the Educare icon as
an architecturally significant piece of artwork in its building’s design.
The icon—reflecting the schoolhouse shape of the Educare logo—
must be distinct and noticeable, at least 16 feet tall and made of steel.
The icon should be placed near the main entry of the building to have
maximum visual impact.
Some measure of respectful tailoring is welcomed and even
encouraged. The color of the Educare icon can be carefully adjusted to
reflect local design features. For example, the Educare icon in Chicago
is silver to match silver elements in the building’s exterior; in Miami,
the Educare icon is yellow to match the building’s exterior; and in
Oklahoma City, the Educare icon is an earthy red, which is attuned
with the local landscape and the building’s exterior design.
If no customization of the icon is desired, the color can be matched
to Pantone 7427.
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Architectural Icon and Signage
Building signage

Examples

Each Educare school should follow the brand guidelines when
developing signage for buildings. Signage should always be placed for
maximum visibility and can be building signage, a monument sign or
a combination of both.
The font for building signage is Gill Sans MT, the same font in our
logo. Minimum lettering size for the word “EDUCARE” should be 18
inches high, with the accompanying name of the school in 12-inchhigh letters.
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Video Production
Video is one of the most compelling media for bringing Educare

Examples

stories to life. The Educare brand identity must be clearly represented
in videos. Use the color palette and typography standards in this
branding guide when creating Educare videos.

Specifications
Recommended YouTube upload formats:
Codec: H .264/.mp4
Frame rate: 24FPS (preferred) or 30FPS
Data rate: 5000 kbps (HD) minimum
Resolution: 1920x1080 (HD) or 1280x720 (HD)
Audio formats:
Data rate: 128 kbps minimum
Sample rate: 44.1 kHz minimum
Color palettes:
Color in videos should be based on the Educare color palette
in this branding guide.
Fonts:
Whitney is the Educare font for videos.
Moving background or animations:
Must be thematic and tasteful.
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Video Production

Examples

Lower third
A lower-third is a graphic that appears on the lower-third of the video
screen, usually to identify an individual speaking on screen. It should
include the person’s name, title and the name of the organization the
person represents.
Timing
Fade in: 1 second
On screen: 3 seconds minimum
Fade out: 1 second
Specifications
Font: Whitney
Colors: Any colors used for banners in the lower third must be from
our color palette.
Placement: Titles should respect title-safe boundaries in most cases
and should never fall outside of action-safe margins.

Educare logo animation
All Educare videos should open and close with the Educare logo
animation to establish our brand. The animation must be placed on
a white background and adhere to the logo guidelines in this branding
guide. The animation runs approximately 4 seconds. The logo
animation file is available to download in the Resource Library
of EducareConnect.
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Brand Look and Feel
The personality of a brand is expressed not only in the words used but

Examples
Online

also in how that message is visually represented. The choice of font,
colors and photography style combine to form the look and feel of a
brand. Educare is nurturing and educational, and all communications
materials should reflect that.
The following examples show how the Educare brand is brought
to life.
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Resources
Frequently Asked Questions
Q. Why is this branding guide necessary?

Q. W
 hat if I am designing for both print and the web?

A. T
 he Educare Branding Guide establishes a single-source

A. T
 here are specific options for both applications. Use Pantone

reference for developing all communications. The information

colors for print production methods that can accommodate

in the guide helps to create unified messages and visual

spot colors. Use CMYK equivalents for four-color process

elements across all communications materials.

printing. Use Hex colors when designing for the web.

Q. W
 here can I find the logos, templates and video assets shown
in the Educare Branding Guide?
A. These materials are in the Resource Library at EducareConnect.
Q. W
 hy are there multiple colors in the color palette?
A. T
 he color palette was developed to provide designers with
enough primary and secondary options to effectively develop
materials that reflect the Educare brand.

Q. C
 an I use a color or font not listed in this guide?
A. N
 o. To maintain brand consistency, it is essential to use only
the approved color palette and fonts.
Q. C
 an I use stock photography in Educare materials?
A. W
 henever possible, the imagery must include people—the
families, staff, leaders and partners of Educare—in genuine
situations. We want to show our target audience the positive
impact Educare has in the lives of young children and their
families. That way we help them visualize the difference they
can make by supporting Educare.
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Contact Information
Educare Learning Network
33 West Monroe Street, Suite 2400
Chicago, IL 60603
For any questions concerning branding, marketing
and communications, please contact:
Jelene Britten
Marketing and Media Manager
Educare Learning Network
jbritten@educarenetwork.org
312.348.3997
Anita Puri
Chief Marketing Officer
Ounce of Prevention Fund
apuri@theounce.org
312.256.8876
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